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Brillouin-scattering study of propylene carbonate: An evaluation of phenomenological
and mode coupling analyses
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Brillouin-scattering spectra of the molecular glass-forming material propylene carbonate~PC! in the tem-
perature range 140 K to 350 K were analyzed using both the phenomenological Cole-Davidson memory
function and a hybrid memory function consisting of the Cole-Davidson function plus a power-law term
representing the critical decay part of the fastb relaxation. The spectra were also analyzed using the extended
two-correlator schematic mode-coupling theory~MCT! model recently employed by Go¨tze and Voigtmann to
analyze depolarized light backscattering, dielectric, and neutron-scattering spectra of PC@Phys. Rev. E61,
4133 ~2000!#. We assess the ability of the phenomenological and MCT fits, each with three free fitting
parameters, to simultaneously describe the spectra and give reasonable values for thea-relaxation timeta .
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a liquid is cooled through its melting temperatu
TM towards its glass-transition temperatureTG , the charac-
teristic time ta for the relaxation of fluctuations increase
dramatically, from;10212 s at TG1100 K to ;102 s at
TG . During the past decade, it has been recognized
structural relaxation dynamics take place on different ti
scales, with thea-relaxation process, characterized by t
relaxation timeta , being the final stage of the approach
equilibrium.

Brillouin-scattering spectroscopy is one of many expe
mental techniques that has been employed to study
temperature-dependent dynamics of structural relaxation
wide variety of glass-forming materials. The evolution of t
Brillouin spectrum with temperature reflects the interact
of longitudinal sound waves (q;105 cm21) with structural
relaxation. Typically, asT decreases from above the meltin
temperatureTM to below the glass-transition temperatu
TG , the Brillouin linewidthDvB , which is proportional to
the damping rate for the sound wave, first increases, pa
through a maximum, and then decreases again, while
Brillouin peak positionvB shifts monotonically to higher
frequencies. This increase occurs predominantly in the t
perature range whereDvB is largest, corresponding t
vBta'1.

The analysis of these spectra has usually been carried
using generalized hydrodynamics methods. Following a p
cedure introduced by Mountain@1#, a frequency-dependen
component is added to the longitudinal viscosity by introd
ing a viscosity memory functionm(t). Generally, acceptable
fits can be obtained using an exponential or stretch
exponential empirical memory functionm(t) ~or a Cole-
Davidson memory functionm@v#), with the relaxation time

*Present address: Physics Department, Emory University, Atla
GA 30322.
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ta(T) treated as an adjustable fitting parameter. Howeve
low temperatures, thet(T) values determined from suc
a-relaxation-only fits are usually found to increase mu
more slowly with decreasingT than the values determine
with other techniques such as dielectric spectroscopy or
trasonics.

In view of this disagreementdespitethe excellent fits, a
question naturally arises as to whether or not Brillou
scattering spectroscopy can reveal useful information ab
structural relaxation dynamics. In the present paper, we
tempt to answer this important question. The goal is not
obtain better fits by adding additional parameters to
memory function; we carry out all fits with just three fre
fitting parameters, making use of other data to fix the rema
ing parameters where possible.

We first address the problem of the inconsistency in
terminingta(T). Several authors have proposed procedu
for extending the memory function to include the ‘‘fas
relaxation’’ processes that contribute tom@v# at frequencies
above the region of thea relaxation@2–10#. With the addi-
tional fast-relaxation included, excellent fits can be obtain
with the a-relaxation timeta constrained to increase muc
more rapidly with decreasing temperature than it does w
a-relaxation-only models, consistent with other experimen
measurements. However, this approach does not reliably
vide values forta , nor does it explain the origin of the
structural relaxation dynamics that it describes. Furtherm
various authors have chosen quite different empirical fitt
functions and have usually obtained good fits to Brillou
spectra, suggesting that this procedure is not able to dis
guish effectively between different models.

Another approach to the analysis of Brillouin-scatteri
spectra utilizes the mode-coupling theory~MCT! in which
the slowing down of structural relaxation with decreasingT
arises naturally from nonlinear interactions among den
fluctuations. A major advantage of the MCT approach is t
both thea and b ~fast! regions of the relaxation dynamic
occur spontaneously in the solutions of the MCT equatio
for the particle density autocorrelation functionfq(t).

a,
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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TABLE I. Properties of propylene carbonate.

Property Value

Formula C4H6O3

Molecular weight 102.09
Tboil 513 K
TM 218 K
TG 160 K
TC ~MCT crossover temperature! 18565 Ka

l ~MCT exponent parameter! 0.7560.3a

Densityr(T) 1.5412(1.14831023)T (g/cm3)b

Refractive indexnD(T) 1.53142(3.75231024)Tb

Sound velocityC0(T) 2.507531052361.2T cm/secc

bK ~Kohlrausch stretching coefficient! 0.7760.05c

~depolarized light scattering!
bCD ~Cole-Davidson stretching coefficient! 0.68c

~depolarized light scattering!
m ~fragility index! 104f

aReference@15#.
bReference@35#.
cReference@8#.

dReference@18#.
eReference@36#.
fReference@37#.
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A convenient schematic MCT model, initially introduce
by Sjögren@11#, uses two correlators:f(t) for the ‘‘system’’
andfs(t) for the ‘‘probe,’’ i.e., the variable being measure
in a particular experiment. This model was successfully u
to analyze depolarized light-scattering spectra of glyce
@12# and orthoterphenyl~OTP! @13#. Rufflé et al. @14#
showed that Brillouin-scattering spectra of NaLi(PO3)2
could also be analyzed with the Sjo¨gren model, using param
eters for the system correlatorf(t) determined from inelas
tic neutron-scattering spectra.

Recently, Go¨tze and Voigtmann have extended t
Sjögren model by including hopping parameters in the eq
tions of motion for bothf(t) and fs(t), which allows the
analysis to be extended to low temperatures where relaxa
is dominated by activated hopping processes. They analy
dielectric, depolarized light-scattering, and neutro
scattering data for the molecular glass-forming material p
pylene carbonate~PC!, using a single set of system param
eters for f(t), optimized simultaneously for all the
experiments@15#. This result suggests the possibility of an
lyzing PC Brillouin-scattering spectra using the system
rameters forf(t) already determined by Go¨tze and Voigt-
mann. Moreover, if the probe hopping parameter, frequen
and damping constant are taken as fixed by the depolar
light-scattering fits, then the analysis will include only o
adjustable MCT fitting parameter, the coupling constantVs ,
which determines the strength of coupling betweenf(t) and
fs(t). The fits should thensimultaneouslydescribe the Bril-
louin spectra and also determine the value of the struct
relaxation timeta . Such an analysis could provide a stri
gent test of the utility of MCT for the analysis of Brillouin
scattering spectra. A test of this procedure was the princ
motivation for the present Brillouin-scattering study of PC

The paper is organized as follows. We describe the exp
ments in Sec. II. We first analyze the data in Sec. III usin
05150
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conventionala-relaxation-only Cole-Davidson~CD! func-
tion, and then in Sec. IV, with the hybrid model, which ad
a termBva to the Cole-Davidson function to approxima
the fast-b-relaxation process.~A preliminary version of the
CD and hybrid fits was presented by Frank@16#.!

In Sec. V we present our analysis of the spectra with
two-correlator extended schematic MCT approach. Disc
sion and conclusions are presented in Sec. VI, includin
brief evaluation of the ability of these and related approac
to extract meaningful information about structural relaxati
dynamics from the analysis of Brillouin-scattering spectra

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Material

Propylene carbonate (TG5160 K) is a molecular glass
forming material that has been extensively studied with
wide range of experimental techniques including Brillou
scattering@17,8#. In Table I we list the principal properties o
PC that are relevant for the present study.

A recent dielectric spectroscopy study of PC by Schnei
et al. @18# determined the complex dielectric constante(v)
over a frequency range of 18 decades for temperatures f
153 K to 293 K. Cole-Davidson fits to thea peaks in the
e9(v) spectra produced theta

e (T) values shown in Fig. 1 by
the open circles. Schneideret al. carried out fits to these
values with several empirical fitting functions. Their e
tended free-volume fit is shown in Fig. 1 by the upper lin

Du et al. @8# fit the a peaks in thex9(v) spectra, obtained
from their depolarized PC backscattering spectra, with
Kohlrausch function. The resultingta

DLS values, shown in
Fig. 1 by squares, have a temperature dependence simil
the dielectricta

e (T) although they are approximately thre
times smaller.
3-2
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BRILLOUIN-SCATTERING STUDY OF PROPYLENE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051503
The analysis of our Brillouin-scattering spectra using
Cole-Davidson memory function, described in the followi
section, resulted in theta

CD values shown by the solid circle
in Fig. 1. As mentioned in the Introduction, at low temper
ture these values do not increase as rapidly with decrea
temperature as the dielectric and backscattering results,
gesting that the Cole-Davidson function provides an inco
plete representation of structural relaxation.@At T5TG

;160 K, ta
CD has only reached;30 ns, while typically

ta(TG) is ;100 s.#
In our 90° PC Brillouin-scattering experiment, the max

mum Brillouin linewidth occurs atT;230 K. At that tem-
perature the peak of thea relaxation coincides with the
Brillouin line, so vBta

LA'1, which gives ta
LA ~230 K!

;3.2310211 s, a value;12 times smaller than theta
e of

Schneideret al. The difference presumably arises from t
fact thatta

LA characterizes longitudinal displacement dyna

FIG. 1. Propylene carbonate~PC! relaxation timeta(T). Open
circles and upper solid line: dielectric measurements and exten
free-volume fit @18#. Squares: depolarized light-scattering spec
@8#. Solid circles: Brillouin scatteringta

CD(T) from Cole-Davidson
fits ~Sec. III!. Lower line: dielectric free-volume fit multiplied by
0.085 to match Brillouinta(T) in the region of the maximum Bril-
louin linewidth. * : t a

MCT obtained from the extended schema
MCT fits ~Sec. V!.
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ics while ta
« characterizes orientational dynamics. In Fig.

the lower line is the free-volume fit of Schneideret al. di-
vided by a factor of 11.75 to matchta

LA in this region,

log10~ta
LA!52A1B/$T2T01@~T2T0!21CT#1/2% ~1!

with A512.56, B5309, C54.82, andT05162 K (ta
LA in

seconds!. In constructing memory functions for data analys
beyond the Cole-Davidson model, we will use Eq.~1! to fix
thea-relaxation time of the longitudinal acoustic modeta

LA .

B. Sample preparation

Propylene carbonate~anhydrous, 99.7%! was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. PC was loaded in a glove box und
dry nitrogen atmosphere into a distillation flask fitted with
stopcock. The flask was then transferred to a vacuum di
lation system and distilled at;110°C into glass sample cell
that were flame sealed under vacuum. A sample cell w
installed in an Oxford LN2 coldfinger cryostat with an ITC-
temperature controller for the Brillouin-scattering expe
ments.

C. Brillouin-scattering experiments

Spectra were collected in both 90° VV~vertical-vertical,
polarized! geometry and 174° VH~vertical-horizontal, de-
polarized! near-backscattering geometry with a Sanderco
6-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer at temperat
from 140 K to 350 K in 5-K or 10-K steps. The 514.5-n
single-mode argon laser power at the sample was typic
170 mW. The interferometer finesse was;90; its contrast
was better than 107. Complete sets of spectra were collect
with mirror separationsd52, 5, and 10 mm correspondin
to free spectral ranges of 75, 30, and 15 GHz for VV, a
d52 mm and 10 mm for VH. Spectra were accumulat
during ~1–2!-h runs. For thed510 mm separation spectr
two 2-h runs were collected and averaged to improve
signal-to-noise ratio. In Fig. 2 we plot the Stokes side of
three VV spectra~a! and the two VH spectra~b! for T
5220 K. ~The dark counts have already been subtracted!

In order to test for possible experimental artifacts, P
Brillouin spectra at several temperatures were collected
both the Technical University of Munich and at the Ci
College of New York with different samples, different tan
dem Fabry-Perot spectrometers, and different experime
procedures. The spectra obtained were in good agreeme

D. Data reduction: Extraction of the density fluctuation
spectra I ISO„v…

The VV polarized Brillouin spectra contain contribution
from density fluctuations@ I ISO(v)# and also from orienta-
tional dynamics and collision-induced scattering@ I ANI(v)#.
Depolarized~VH! backscattering spectra are due toI ANI(v)
only and can, therefore, be used to remove theI ANI(v) con-
tribution from the VV spectra.

Fioretto et al. @19,6# have carried out the subtraction b
combining spectra obtained with different mirror separatio

ed
3-3
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FIG. 2. ~a! Stokes sides of 220-K PC 90° VV
Brillouin spectra withd52, 5, and 10 mm.~b!
174° VH spectra withd52 mm and 10 mm.~c!
The composite 90° VV spectrum obtained b
shifting the 2-mm and 5-mm spectra of~a! to
optimize overlap with the 10-mm spectrum, th
composite VH spectrum obtained similarly an
then shifted to optimize overlap with the VV
spectrum for frequencies above 30 GHz, and t
difference spectrumI ISO(v) obtained by subtrac-
tion. The background from dark counts has a
ready been subtracted in the spectra of~a! and
~b!.
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to obtain broadband VV and VH spectra, and scaling the
spectra to overlap the VV spectra for frequencies ab
;40 GHz whereI ISO(v) should be negligible. Subtractin
the scaledI VH(v) from the I VV(v) then providesI ISO(v).
We have also followed this procedure.

The Stokes sides of thed52 and 10 mm 220-K VV spec
tra, shown in Fig. 2~a!, were rescaled vertically to optimiz
overlap with thed55 mm spectrum, producing the compo
ite 90° I VV(v) spectrum shown in Fig. 2~c!. The u5174°
I VH(v) spectra were similarly combined, and the compos
I VH spectrum was again scaled vertically to match theI VV
spectrum in the~30–50!-GHz region. Finally, the scaledI VH
spectrum was subtracted from theI VV spectrum to produce
the difference spectrumI ISO(v) as shown in Fig. 2~c!.

The full set ofI ISO(v) spectra for temperatures from 14
K to 350 K obtained with this procedure is shown in Fig.
For each set of VV spectra, we also recorded an instrum
profile spectrum withd510 mm. The full width at half
maxmimum of the instrumental profile was typically 0.1
GHz. To reduce additional Brillouin peak broadening due
the finite input aperture~which leads to collecting light scat
tered at slightly different angles!, the input aperture was re
duced sufficiently to decrease the additional broadening
the Brillouin frequency to less than the instrumental wid
05150
e

e

.
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This additional geometrical broadening~typically
&0.13 GHz) was then calculated for every temperat
from the known collection geometry and convoluted into t
instrument function. In the fitting procedures described
this paper, the instrument function so obtained was con
luted with the theoretical spectrum for comparison with t
I ISO(v) spectrum. The fits were carried out with a conve
tional nonlinear least-squares fitting program~NLLSQ!.

To obtain a preliminary estimate of the Brillouin shift an
linewidth, we first fit each Brillouin peak in thed510 mm
VV spectra to the damped harmonic oscillator function

I ~v!5
I 0

v
Im@v22vB

22 ivgB#215
I 0gB

@v22vB
2 #21@vgB#2

,

~2!

including convolution with the instrument function. I
Fig. 4 the resulting values ofvB(a) andgB(b) are shown by
the points. For a simple liquid, bothvB and gB would
have simple monotonic temperature dependence. The
3-4
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FIG. 3. Complete set of compositeI ISO(v)
spectra for 28 temperatures from 140 K to 350
obtained with the procedure shown in Fig. 2.T
5140, 150, 160, 165, 170, 180, 185, 195, 20
205, 210, 215, 220, 225, 230, 235, 240, 250, 26
270, 280, 290, 300, 310, 320, 330, 340, and 3
K, from right to left.
on
m

r

served temperature dependence ofvB and gB , as noted
in the Introduction, is the signature of structural relaxati
dynamics as seen in Brillouin scattering. The maximu
in gB at T;230 K indicates that thea peak moves through
the Brillouin line at that temperature.
05150
III. DATA ANALYSIS 1: THE COLE-DAVIDSON MODEL

A. The memory function approach

The isotropic Brillouin spectrumI ISO(v) is usually attrib-
uted to density fluctuationsrq(t) where the scattering vecto
tic
FIG. 4. Fits of thed510 mm 90° VV Bril-
louin peaks to Eq.~2! including convolution with
the instrument function. ~a! vB/2p ~GHz!
~circles!. Short solid line:v0 from ultrasonic and
refractive index data; long solid line:v0 in-
creased by 3.5% to matchvB in the high-
temperature region. Solid curved line: quadra
fit v0(T)513.2112(3.29131022)T1(2.6973
31025)T2. ~b! gB/2p ~GHz! ~circles!. Solid line:
g05T/1000.
3-5
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q5(2pn/l)sin(u/2). The spectrum consists of a triplet: th
central thermal diffusion mode~which is generally located a
frequencies too low to observe in these experiments and
be ignored in most of the fits! and the Brillouin doublet. The
spectrum is conventionally described by

I ~v!5
I 0@g01m9~v!#

@v22v0
21vm8~v!#21@vg01vm9~v!#2

. ~3!

@The particular Laplace transform convention used to de
Eq. ~3! is discussed in the Appendix.#

Equation~3! is very general;m(v)5m8(v)1 im9(v) is
the Laplace transform of the memory functionm(t), which
can be constructed to include structural relaxation, ther
diffusion, and translation-orientation coupling for liquids
anisotropic molecules@20–22#. Usually, however,m(t) rep-
resents the relaxing longitudinal viscosity, first introduced
Mountain @1# to describe the damping of sound waves
interaction with the internal degrees of freedom of the m
ecules, and later utilized to represent the interaction of so
waves with structural relaxation.~Both mechanisms may
contribute, however, as discussed below.! In the long-
wavelength limit,v05C0q where C0 is the limiting low-
frequency adiabatic sound velocity, andg0 is the ‘‘regular’’
sound attenuation coefficient. Note that Eq.~3! is the power
spectrum of a damped harmonic oscillator with a frequen
dependent damping functiong(v)5g01m9(v).

Ideally, the I ISO(v) spectra should be analyzed to yie
m(v) directly. But in practice this is not possible because
spectra only cover a range of two decades at most, w
m(v) extends over many decades. Also, the spectra
dominated by the Brillouin components@which would be the
complete spectrum of Eq.~3! if m(v)50#, and the modifi-
cation of I (v) produced by inclusion ofm(v) is not very
sensitive to the detailed form ofm(v). Therefore, data
analysis almost always proceeds by selecting a paramet
model form(v) and varying the parameters at each tempe
ture to optimize the fits.

The primary requirements onm(v) are thatm8(vB), the
real part ofm(v) at the frequency of the Brillouin peak
must be adjusted to shift the Brillouin peak fromv0 to vB ,
andm9(vB), the imaginary part ofm(v) at the frequency of
the Brillouin peak, must be adjusted so thatg01m9(vB)
will give the correct Brillouin linewidth. If these two condi
tions are simultaneously satisfied, then the particular fo
chosen form(v) will only influence the details of the line
shape. Therefore the essential requirement is
m9(vB)/m8(vB) must have the ‘‘correct’’ value. Neverthe
less, this is not a trivial requirement sincem8(v) andm9(v)
are connected by Kramers-Kronig relations.

The prototype memory function is the exponentiale2t/t,
multiplied by a coupling constantD2. ~It is usually called
Debye relaxation although it was first used by Maxwell
his theory of viscoelasticity.! The simplest memory function
m(t) for structural relaxation that fits various experimen
data in the frequency region ofa relaxation is the stretched
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exponential Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts~KWW! function
e2(t/t)bK. An approximation to the Fourier transform of th
m(t) is provided by the Cole-Davidson~CD! function

m~v!5~D2/v!@~12 ivt!2b21#, ~4!

which has frequently been used, together with Eq.~3!, to
analyze Brillouin-scattering spectra. In practice, the fitti
procedure adjusts the coupling constantD2 so that the real
part ofm(v) produces the correctvB for the Brillouin peak,
while t is adjusted to give the correct Brillouin linewidth.

There are several problems that should be noted in ca
ing out this analysis, as well as analyses with more elabo
memory functions.

~1! Many glass-forming materials are molecular liquid
and internal vibrational modes may also contribute tom(v),
as originally proposed by Mountain@1#. Recently, Monaco
et al. @5# have carried out a Brillouin-scattering study of OT
from which they conclude, for OTP, that the fast part of t
relaxation process isentirely due to intramolecular vibra-
tional modes. The assignment results from the presenc
additional low-frequency structures~Mountain mode! in VV,
but not VH, spectra, in both the glass and the crystal. T
conclusion has recently found additional support from a m
lecular dynamics study of OTP@23#. There is no evidence
however, that it applies to other materials such as PC, an
will not be considered here.

~2! The identification ofI ISO(v) with density fluctuation
rests on the assumption that scattering due to orientati
fluctuations, which is typical for molecular glass-formin
materials, is eliminated by the subtraction ofI ani(v) from
I VV(v) described in the preceding section. However, t
consequences of anisotropy may remain after subtract
First, since longitudinal current involves both compress
and shear, rotation-translation coupling modifies the long
dinal current correlator@which determines the spectrum o
rq(t)# as shown in Eq.~A.14! of Ref. @24#. Second, as noted
recently by Latz and Letz and by Franoschet al. @25#, be-
cause of this coupling the orientational dynamics also refl
the longitudinal acoustic mode, and this part of the orien
tional dynamics is not removed by subtraction. Therefo
both density fluctuations and orientational dynamics m
contribute to theI ISO(v) spectra.

While the extent of these corrections due to molecu
anisotropy is not yet clear, preliminary simulations, carri
out in collaboration with Pick, indicate that they are rel
tively minor. We will, therefore, use the convention
memory function formalism in this paper, recognizing th
the values of the parameters used to describe the freque
dependent longitudinal viscosity may reflect some aspect
translation-rotation coupling and molecular anisotropy a
may also include some contribution from intramolecular
brational dynamics.

B. Cole-Davidson fits

We first analyzed theI ISO(v) spectra of Fig. 3 using Eq
~3! with the CD memory functionm(v) of Eq. ~4!. The fit
results, for a subset of the spectra, are shown in Fig. 5@26#.
3-6
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FIG. 5. Cole-Davidson fits to theI ISO(v)
spectra of Fig. 3 to Eqs.~3! and ~4!,
with b50.68, v0/2p513.2112(3.291
31022)T1(2.697331025)T2, g0/2p5T/1000.
The fits are shown forT5150, 160, 170, 180,
195, 210, 220, 230, 240, 260, 280, 300, 320, a
340 K.
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As often found in the past, excellent fits can be obtained if
the parameters are kept free. However, it is preferable to
as many parameters as possible using independently d
mined values, since the parameters are rather stro
coupled.~This coupling can also lead to unstable parame
values in the fit results.! Here we consider each of the re
evant parameters separately.

~1! b. The fits are relatively insensitive to this paramet
We took b50.68 ~corresponding tobK50.77) as found in
the analysis of depolarized backscattering spectra by
et al. @8#.

~2! v0(T). Sincev05C0q, whereC0 is the limiting low-
frequency adiabatic sound velocity andq is the scattering
wavevector (4pn/l)sin(u/2), v0(T) can be fixed ifC0(T)
and the refractive indexn(T) are known.C0(T) was previ-
ously measured by ultrasonic experiments at 5 MHz and
MHz by Du et al. @8#, which gave C0(T)52.5073105

2361.2T cm/sec. However, the ultrasonic data only cov
the range 240–293 K. At lower temperatures, there is sign
cant dispersion in the ultrasonic sound speed, while hig
temperature measurements are technically difficult. The
fractive indexn(T)51.53142(3.75231024)T ~see Table I!
corresponds to the sodiumD line and may be different a
514.5 nm. Thev0(T) values implied by these measuremen
are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4, by the short so
line. A linear extrapolation of these values, shifted up
3.5%, is indicated by the long solid line labeled ‘‘linear
v0(T)/2p5(10.7120.0165T) GHz. The shift, which is
within the experimental errors of theC0(T) andn(T) data,
was chosen so that at high temperatures the Brillouin p
frequencyvB is equal tov0, as expected. Note, howeve
that the high-T vB values suggest some small upward c
vature away from the linear extrapolation above 320 K.

Initially, fits were carried out with this linear-T estimate
of v0(T). However, the fits were not all satisfactory, in pa
because of the high-T curvature invB seen in Fig. 4. For
materials whereC0(T) measurements extend over larg
temperature ranges, there can be a significant upward cu
ture to C0(T). We, therefore, tried fittingv0(T) to the six
highest-temperaturevB(T) values plus onev0(T) value ob-
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tained from a free CD fit at 230 K where the Brillouin line
width is largest. The result was the quadraticv0(T) function
shown by the upper solid line in Fig. 4 labeled ‘‘quadratic

v0~T!513.2112~3.29131022!T1~2.697331025!T2,

~5!

which was used in all subsequent fits.
~3! g0(T). This term is conventionally included to repre

sent ‘‘regular’’ damping of the sound waves by anharmo
processes not related to structural relaxation. It can also
resent a simple frequency-independent approximation for
fast part of the structural relaxation not included
a-relaxation-only models such as the CD function. Usua
g0 is taken as a temperature-independent constant, fi
from the Brillouin linewidth at low temperatures. Howeve
since anharmonic damping processes often tend to bec
stronger with increasing temperature,g0 may increase with
T. Also, at temperatures well above the temperature of
maximum Brillouin linewidth, the linewidth due tog0 plus
structural relaxation is approximately given byDvB'g0
1D2tb. Fits with constantg0 often give D2 values that
increase at high temperatures, a result that appears t
unphysical. This apparent increase inD2 can be avoided by
allowing g0 to increase with increasingT. To avoid introduc-
ing additional fitting parameters we arbitrarily assumedg0 to
be a linear function ofT, and tookg0(T)5T/1000 as shown
by the solid line in the lower panel of Fig. 4.

~4! D2(T). Since at high temperaturesvB5v0 while
DvB5g01D2tb, the effective fitting parameter forDvB at
high temperatures is the productD2t. So if D2 andt are both
free parameters, the fits tend to be unstable. We, there
carried out the fits for temperatures up to 235 K with t
three free fitting parameters:D2, t, and the scale factorI 0.
For T.235 K, D2 was fixed at its value at;235 K, and
the fits were carried out with onlyt andI 0 free. The param-
eterst(T) andD2(T) obtained from these fits are shown
Table II along with the reducedx2 value for each fit. The CD
3-7
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TABLE II. Parameters obtained from the fits

Hybrid ~fixed t) Schematic MCT

T(K) CD ~free t) b50.68 b5b50.5 t ~ns! Vs
DLS Vs

BR x2

t ~ns! D2 (GHz2) x2 t ~ns! B/D2 x2 B/D2 x2

140 790 36.5 27.2 1.2631022

150 1220 40.2 27.8 1.4231014 0.01 27.4 0.002 28.6 94
160 31.8 37.0 22.1 2.493108 0.04 19.5 0.034 22.7 80 30 25.
165 14.2 34.3 23.3 1.963106

170 6.11 31.8 41.3 4.283104 0.11 12.5 0.13 15.9 60
180 1.34 27.5 66.3 2.113102 0.53 8.4 0.32 20.3 2.93101 50 13 31.4
185 0.763 25.3 84.6 3.403101

195 0.236 22.0 60.4 2.51 1.50 47.3
200 0.148 20.6 44.2 9.753101 35.2 1.31 23.3 2.431021 30 7.6 5.85
205 1.0331021 19.5 28.8 4.4731021

210 7.2831022 18.4 16.4 2.3331021 4.00 10.1 2.72 8.3 25
215 5.4131022 17.6 17.8 1.3431021

220 4.1531022 17.0 8.99 8.3531022 19.2 18.1 5.75 3.031022 23 5.4 5.73
225 3.2531022 16.9 9.43 5.5531022 4.00 19.5
230 2.5331022 16.7 5.21 3.8931022 20.3 36.0 12.1 21
235 2.1331022 17.0 5.35 2.8531022

240 1.7531022 17.0 11.9 2.1631022 4.00 14.2 24.8 13.2 9.931023 18 4.7 11.9
250 1.2831022 17.0 25.7 1.3631022 16
260 9.9631023 17.0 50.0 9.2931023 4.00 41.6 21.2 41.3 4.731023 15 4.3 39.9
270 8.1731023 17.0 47.4 6.8031023 13
280 6.6131023 17.0 66.3 5.2431023 4.00 54.3 22.0 54.0 12 ,3.5 51.9
290 5.5831023 17.0 60.5 4.1931023

300 4.5731023 17.0 60.7 3.4631023 4.00 53.5 0.87 53.5 ,2.5
310 3.9031023 17.0 43.4 2.9331023

320 3.3831023 17.0 49.2 2.5331023 4.00 44.3 2.34 44.3 ,2.5 40.5
330 2.7631023 17.0 38.1 2.2231023

340 2.2631023 17.0 26.3 1.9831023

350 1.8031023 17.0 18.2 1.7931023 4.00 18.1 1.90 18.1 ,2.5 18
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fits, shown in Fig. 5, are satisfactory although better
could be obtained by keeping more parameters free, e
cially v0.

However, the major point of the CD fits, as shown by t
solid circles in Fig. 1, is that for temperatures belo
;230 K, ta

CD determined from these fits does not increa
very rapidly with decreasingT. At T5TG5160 K, ta

CD

found from the CD fits is only;30 ns, compared tot
;100 s found in other experiments. This disagreemen
generally recognized as indicating that the CD model~or any
a-relaxation-only model! for m(v) is incomplete. Once the
a peak moves well below the frequency of the Brillou
peak,m9(v) of the CD function@with reasonablet(T) val-
ues# decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature, while
shape of the spectrum indicates that a significant contribu
from m9(v) is still present in the region of the Brillouin
peak.

The fact that the CD function is an incomplete repres
tation of the structural relaxation dynamics can also be s
directly in the PC dielectric data of Schneideret al. @18#.
Their Fig. 2 shows CD fits to the dielectric data, which a
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excellent for thea peak, but which fall below the experimen
tal data in the high-frequency wing.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS 2: INCLUDING THE FAST b
RELAXATION—THE HYBRID MODEL

The t(T) values obtained from the Cole-Davidson fits
Brillouin spectra exhibit a temperature dependence at
temperatures that disagrees strongly with the results of o
experiments, as seen in Fig. 1. The origin of this appar
disagreement can be attributed to the use of ‘‘a-relaxation
only’’ models for m(t), which ignore the fast part of the
relaxation process preceding the finala relaxation~i.e., theb
relaxation in mode-coupling theory!. The need for an ‘‘addi-
tional fast contribution’’ tom(v) was first noted by Loheide
et al. @2# ~also see@3#!. Several empirical approaches to e
tendingm(v) or m(t) to include the missing fastb relax-
ation have been described in the literature, including~1! add-
ing a second Debye, Cole-Cole, or Cole-Davidson funct
to the Cole-Davidsona-relaxation term@4–6#, ~2! extracting
a memory function including botha andb relaxation from
3-8
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depolarized backscattering spectra and using it for fitting
Brillouin spectra@3# ~a procedure that succeeded for calciu
potassium nitrate~CKN! but not for other materials!, ~3! tak-
ing m(t) as the sum of a stretched exponential plus a dam
high-frequency oscillatory term@7#, and ~4! adding a term
Bva to the Cole-Davidson function to approximate t
critical-decay component of the fastb relaxation predicted
by the MCT @8,9,3,10#. This additive ‘‘hybrid model’’ ap-
proach, initially suggested by Go¨tze @27#, has recently been
shown to provide excellent fits to depolarized backscatte
spectra of toluene@28# and has also been used in the analy
of Brillouin spectra of metatoluidine@10#.

With approach~1! the additional fast CD or Lorentzian
with relaxation timetb;30 ps, is able to explain the extr
‘‘Mountain mode’’ seen in OTP at low temperatures@29#. We
note that attributing a fast relaxation timetb to structural
relaxation is incompatible with MCT, which describes t
fast relaxation by power laws inv or t for which there is no
tb @30#, although it may represent an intramolecular rela
ation process.

A. The hybrid model

We have utilized the hybrid model approach, which h
been employed in several previous Brillouin-scattering st
ies. We begin with the CD function@Eq. ~4!# and add a term
to m(v) proportional tova21, which represents thet2a

‘‘critical-decay’’ part of the fastb process in MCT. This
superposition approximates the two-step relaxation scen
of MCT and does not introduce another relaxation timetb .

In some previous studies, we have used a related pr
dure to analyze depolarized backscattering spectra.
orthoterphenyl, we combined extended MCT fits for t
b-relaxation region with KWW fits for thea peak @31#. A
comparison of these two hybrid procedures has not yet b
attempted.

Two problems arise when the termt2a is added tom(t).
First, the resultingva term in vm(v) extends to arbitrarily
high frequencies rather than terminating in the boson pe
This is presumably unimportant for Brillouin scatterin
however, since fits to the Brillouin spectra are limited
v/2p&15 GHz. Second,m9(v), which appears in the nu
merator ofI (v) in Eq. ~2!, diverges at low frequencies a
va21 resulting in the introduction of a spurious ‘‘centr
peak.’’ To eliminate this artifact, we have included an exp
nential cutoff in the critical decay part ofm(t) @27#,

mcrit~ t !5Bt2ae2(t/t), ~6!

wheret is the sameta
CD of the CD function, Eq.~4!. ~Note

that this cutoff factor has not been included in previo
analyses based on the hybrid model.!

With this modification, the hybrid memory function be
comes

vm~v!5D2@~12 ivt!2b21#

1 ivBG~12a!~t212 iv!a21. ~7!

@See the Appendix for the derivation of Eq.~7!.#
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At high frequencies wherevt@1, the critical decay part
of Eq. ~7! becomes

vmCR~v!5@B11 iB2#va ~8!

„where B15B sin@p(a21)/2#G(12a) and B25B cos@p(a
21)/2#G(12a)…. Equation~8! is the familiar high-frequency
power-law behavior predicted by MCT.

In Fig. 6 we plotvm9(v) of Eq. ~7! with t50.3 ns,b
50.68, anda50.29. The broken line is the Cole-Davidso
term only, and the lower solid curve is the critical-decay te
only, including the exponential cutoff. The upper solid cur
is the full hybrid memory functionvm9(v) of Eq. ~7! with
B/D250.005. This figure illustrates how the resultin
vm9(v) goes over smoothly from the CDa-peak behavior
at low frequencies to theva behavior at high frequencies
with a minimum between the two regions. The inset of Fig
shows the fullm9(v) with and without thee2t/t cutoff, il-
lustrating how the spurious central peak is eliminated by
exponential cutoff.

FIG. 6. The hybrid memory functionvm9(v) of Eq. ~7! with
t50.3 ns,b50.68, anda50.29. The broken line is the CD func
tion and the lower solid line is the critical-decay term. The ratio
the critical decay to CD contributions isB/D250.005. Inset:m9(v)
vs v for the hybrid model @Eq. ~7!# with t50.01 ns, D
520 GHz, andB55 without a cutoff~upper line!, and with the
cutoff e2t/t in Eq. ~6! ~lower line!, illustrating how the cutoff elimi-
nates the spurious central peak.
3-9
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B. The critical exponent a

In MCT, the function vm9(v) is predicted to have a
minimum between the high-frequency von Schweidler w
of the a peak and the critical-decay region similar to that
Fig. 6. In the region of this minimum, the MCT interpolatio
approximation givesvm9(v) in terms of the critical expo-
nentsa andb ~which are connected by theG function rela-
tion! by @30#

vm9~v!5vmmin9 ~v!@b~v/vmin!
a1a~vmin /v!b#/~a1b!,

~9!

wherea is the critical exponent andb is the von Schweidler
exponent, representing the high-frequency wing of thea
peak. Fora50.29, MCT predictsb50.50.

Since in our hybrid memory function, Eq.~7!, the CD
function forvt@1 is }v2b, fits to the interpolation Eq.~9!
with b5b will determine an ‘‘effective’’ae f f to use in Eq.
~7! at temperatures high enough for the minimum to be
servable~from previous MCT fits,b'0.50 whileb;0.68).
At lower T, where the minimum has disappeared from t
frequency region of the Brillouin spectrum,vm9(v) may
have the form of a power law inv, but since this region no
longer corresponds to the asymptotic region of the minimu
the apparent power-law behavior ofvm9(v)}vae f f can pro-
duce anae f f quite different from the critical exponenta it-
self.

We utilized the depolarized backscattering spec
I VH(v), multiplied byv to estimatevm9(v) in order to find
ae f f(T). In Fig. 7 we show sixvI VH(v) spectra forT
5140, 150, 160, 170, 180, and 185 K. The spectra foT
5170, 180, and 185 K, where the minimum is visible, ha
been fit to the interpolation equation@Eq. ~9!# using b
50.68 forb with a free, while the spectra forT5140, 150,
and 160 K have been fit tovae f f. The values ofae f f(T)
found from these fits are

T ~K! ae f f

140 0.62
150 0.59
160 0.52
170 0.42
180 0.30

In the fits to our Brillouin spectra, we used these values
ae f f(T) for temperatures up to 180 K anda50.29 for all
higher temperatures.~Note that the temperatures at whic
ae f f differs from a 5 0.29 are all belowTC .)

A tendency forae f f to increase with decreasingT at low
temperatures has been found previously in depolarized li
scattering studies of several glass-forming materials, inc
ing CKN, OTP, PS, PC, and picoline@32#. As we will see,
the fits to our Brillouin-scattering spectra suggest that t
increase also applies to the memory function for the long
dinal viscosity.
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C. Minimum free parameter analysis

We initially tried to fit the spectra with Eq.~3! and the
hybrid memory function Eq.~7! with the smallest possible
number of free parameters. We fixedv0(T) with Eq. ~5!,
g0(T)5T/1000 as in the Cole-Davidson fits,t using Eq.~1!,
b50.68, and the ratioB/D2, the relative strengths of the
critical-decay term~B! and Cole-Davidson term (D2), by
adjustingB/D2 to makevmin fall close to thevmin found in
the depolarized backscattering PCx9(v) spectra of Duet al.
@8#. With B/D250.175, which produced good agreeme
there are only two remaining free parameters left in Eqs.~7!
and ~3!: the CD coupling constantD2 and the overall nor-
malization constantI 0.

With this severely constrained fit procedure, however,
resulting fits were not generally acceptable. One surpris
aspect of the results was that forT<170 K the linewidths of
the fits became too broad; this problem can be resolved
decreasing B/D2.

This indication that the strength of the critical contrib
tion to the memory function~relative to thea peak! may
weaken in the temperature range betweenTC andTG is also
supported by the depolarized backscattering spectra, sh
in Fig. 7. At temperatures belowT5170 K, the minimum in
vI (v) is at v<1 GHz, so thea peak is completely out of
the spectral window. The intensity in the Brillouin frequen
region (;8 GHz), which is, therefore, entirely due to th
‘‘fast beta decay,’’ is seen to decrease rapidly with decreas

FIG. 7. VH backscattering spectra multiplied by frequency w
fits to the MCT interpolation equation@Eq. ~9!# ~using b5b
50.68 anda free! (T5170, 180, 185 K! or the power lawvae f f

(T5140, 150, 160 K!. The values ofae f f determined in these fits
were used in the low-temperatureI ISO(v) hybrid model fits shown
in Figs. 8 and 9.
3-10
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FIG. 8. Fits to PC Brillouin spectraI ISO(v)
with the hybrid model form(v) of Eq. ~7! with
b50.68. The free fitting parameters areI 0 , D2,
and B/D2; the values found from the fits ar
given in Table II.T5150, 160, 170, 180, 195
210, 225, 240, 260, 280, 300, 320, and 350 K
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T, consistent with the apparent behavior ofvm(v). This
result is also presumably related to the MCT prediction o
cusp in the nonergodicity parameterf q(T) at TC below
which the critical decay weakens with decreasing tempe
ture. It also indicates that additional contributions to the f
relaxation from other processes~e.g., intramolecular vibra-
tions! are unlikely in PC since these would produce a lar
value ofB/D2.

D. Complete hybrid model fits

To provide a complete hybrid model analysis, we allow
the ratioB/D2 to vary in the fit. At low temperatures,B and
D2 could be determined independently from the fit. At te
peratures above 200 K, however,B andD2 are strongly cor-
related. At 210 K an optimum fit was found withB/D2

54.0, and we arbitrarily kept this value fixed for all temper
tures above 210 K. ForT,180 K, the fits obtained witha 5
0.29 were not satisfactory, so they were redone with theae f f
values listed above. The resulting set of fits is shown in F
8; the fitting parametersB/D2 and t are given in Table II
together with thex2 values. These hybrid model fits hav
three free parameters, as in the CD fits. However, they h
t(T) constrained to follow Eq.~1! shown by the broken line
in Fig. 1, automatically eliminating thet(T) disagreement
problem of the CD fits. They are nevertheless at least as g
as the CD fits.

In their light scattering study of metatoluidine, Aoua
et al. @10# also analyzedI ISO(v) spectra with the hybrid
model, constrainingta

CD to be proportional to theta deter-
mined from depolarized backscattering spectra. They fou
as we did, that at low temperatures the strength of the crit
decay decreases with decreasingT ~see their Fig. 12!. Al-
though they also found that the critical-decay strength
creases at high temperatures, resulting in an apparent m
mum around 250 K, this behavior may be a manifestation
the strong correlation betweenD2 andB mentioned above.

E. Thermal diffusion contribution

With ae f f replacinga in Eq. ~7!, we carried out additiona
fits to the Brillouin spectra forT5150, 160, 170, and 180 K
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The fits are shown by the lower curves for each tempera
in Fig. 9. ~They are also the four low-T fits shown in Fig. 8.!
Note that at low temperatures the experimental spectra h
a weak extra structure at low frequencies, which is n
present in the theoretical fits.

FIG. 9. Low-temperature hybrid model fits using theae f f values
found in the fits shown in Fig. 7. ForT5150, 160, and 170 K, a
second fit~the upper curve at each temperature! is shown for each
spectrum, which includes the effect of thermal diffusion.
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The light-scattering spectrum of density fluctuatio
I ISO(v), including thermal diffusion effects, can be e
pressed as@21,22#

I ~v!5
I 0

v
Im@vT

22v22 ivg02vm~v!#21, ~10!

wherevT5CTq (CT is the isothermal sound velocity! and
m(v)5mh(v)1mTh(v) includes both the structural relax
ation contributionmh(v) @e.g., Eq.~4! or ~7!# and the ther-
mal diffusion contribution

mTh~ t !5~g21!vT
2e2t/tTh,

wheretTh5(DTq2)21. With the Laplace transform conven
tion of Eq. ~A3! in the Appendix,

mTh~v!5
i ~g21!v0

2tTh

12 ivtTh
. ~11!

In the spectral window explored by 90° Brillouin scatterin
(v*0.5 GHz),vtTh@1 since typicallytTh;15 ns. Then,
in Eq. ~10!, 2vmTh(v);vT

2(g21). Adding this to thevT
2

term in Eq.~10! then givesvT
21vT

2(g21)5vT
2g, which is

just the square of the adiabatic sound frequencyv0. In that
approximation Eq.~10! recovers the simpler equation@Eq.
~3!# with m(v)[mh(v) only.

While the quasielastic thermal diffusion mode is not us
ally included in the analysis of Brillouin-scattering spect
at low temperatures, the high-frequency tail of the therm
diffusion mode can appear in the Brillouin spectrum if t
window extends to sufficiently low frequencies. The fo
spectra shown in Fig. 9 have a weak extra structure at
frequencies, which may be due to the tail of the therm
diffusion mode.

Since numerical data forg and DT are not available for
PC ~to our knowledge!, we estimatedg51.5 and tTh
516 ns, and reanalyzed the spectra of Fig. 9 using Eq.~10!
with vT

25gv0
2 , m(v)5mh(v)1mTh(v) with mTh(v)

given by Eq.~11!, andmh(v) by Eq. ~7!. The resulting fits,
including thermal diffusion, are shown as the upper cur
for each temperature in Fig. 9 forT5150, 160, and 170 K,
showing that at these low temperatures, the thermal diffus
mode is apparently visible in the Brillouin spectrum at lo
frequencies. For temperatures above 170 K, the thermal
fusion contribution is not visible.

F. Hybrid model with bÄb

Finally, we note that a slightly different strategy can
followed in carrying out the hybrid model analysis. With th
exponenta in Eqs.~6! and~7! fixed ~for T.TC) at 0.29, the
region of the minimum invm9(v) is predicted by MCT to
obey Eq.~9! with b50.50. However, there is a slight differ
ence between this prediction and Eq.~7! because so far we
have takenbÞb. This difference can be eliminated by arb
trarily fixing b5b50.50, as was done for the analysis
depolarized backscattering spectra of toulene by Wieder
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et al. and of picoline by Adichtchevet al. @28#, which re-
duced the number of free fitting parameters in their fits
one.

We, therefore, carried out another set of hybrid model
with b5b50.5. All other parameters were the same as in
fits of Fig. 8. In these fits, we kepta50.29 andb50.50 for
all temperatures and also kept bothD2 and B free. The re-
sulting fits are generally comparable to those obtained w
b50.68, demonstrating that the hybrid model fits are n
very sensitive to the value ofb.

At low temperatures, however, the low-frequency regio
of these fits are not as good as the previous fits, illustra
the effect of the increase inae f f at low T. The x2 values
obtained both withb50.68 andb50.5 are listed in Table II
together with theB/D2 values, and are seen to be simila
Note that in theb50.5 fits whereD2 andB were both free
fitting parameters,B/D2 increases with increasingT, passes
through a maximum atT;230 K, and then decreases aga
at highT, similar to the results of Aouadiet al. for metatolui-
dine @10#. As noted above, however,B and D2 are strongly
correlated at high temperatures, and the high-T values of
B/D2 are, therefore, probably not significant.

An advantage of choosingb5b is that there is one les
parameter in the fitting procedure. Also, the region of t
susceptibility minimum in Eq.~9! is the same as in Eq.~7! if
b5b. This makes theb5b reduced hybrid model a goo
candidate for attempting to simultaneously describe all rel
ing properties in a given material.

V. DATA ANALYSIS 3: EXTENDED SCHEMATIC
MCT MODEL

For the third and final analysis of the PC Brillouin spec
I ISO(v), we constructed the memory functionm(v) of Eq.
~3! from the mode-coupling theory rather than from para
etrized empirical models, using the extended schematic M
model of Götze and Voigtmann mentioned in the Introdu
tion @15#.

A. Mode-coupling theory

The mode-coupling theory begins with exact classi
equations of motion~the generalized Langevin equation! for
fq(t), the normalized autocorrelation functions of the de
sity fluctuationsrq(t), derived from the Hamiltonian with
the Zwanzig-Mori projection-operator formalism@30#,

f̈q~ t !1nḟq~ t !1Vq
2fq~ t !1Vq

2E
0

t

mq~ t2t8!ḟq~ t8!dt850.

~12!

Equation~12! is equivalent to the generalized hydrod
namics equation~3!, as shown in the Appendix, but its pa
rameters are determined by the Hamiltonian in the Zwanz
Mori formalism. In particular, mq(t2t8), which is an
empirical memory function in Eq.~3!, is the autocorrelation
function of the random forces in Eq.~12!. A central accom-
plishment of MCT was the derivation of a closed mod
coupling approximation formq(t) as
3-12
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mq~ t !5(
q1

V~q,q1 ,q2q1!fq1
~ t !fq2q1

~ t !, ~13!

in which the coupling coefficientsV(q,q1 ,q2q1) are ex-
pressed in terms of the static structure factorsSq , Sq1

, and

Sq2q1
. If the intermolecular potential is known, Eqs.~12! and

~13! can be solved self-consistently to find the density cor
lation functions and spectra@12#. ~For liquids of anisotropic
molecules, the analysis is further complicated by orien
tional effects.!

In cases where the intermolecular potential is not know
simplified ‘‘schematic’’ MCT models can be used, which i
clude only a few correlators, with the remaining coupli
constants considered as fitting parameters. The Sjo¨gren
model is a two-correlator schematic model. The ‘‘system’
represented by the system correlatorf(t), while the variable
being probed experimentally is represented by the probe
relatorfs(t). The two memory functions are

m~ t !5v1f~ t !1v2f2~ t !, ~14a!

ms~ t !5Vsf~ t !fs~ t !. ~14b!

Equation~12!, written separately forf(t) andfs(t) with the
memory function of Eqs.~14!, can then be solved self
consistently withv1 , v2, and Vs as fitting parameters~see
Ref. @13#!.

For temperatures near and belowTC of MCT, the ‘‘cage
effect’’ dynamics embodied in Eq.~12! lead to the~usually!
unphysical result of total structural arrest. In most gla
forming materials, this arrest is avoided by activated hopp
processes, which are included in the extended version
MCT ~to a first approximation! via a temperature-depende
hopping parameterD. Equation~12! is replaced by@15#

f̈~ t !1~D1n!ḟ~ t !1~V21Dn!f~ t !

1V2E
0

t

m~ t2t8!@ḟ~ t8!1Df~ t8!#dt850. ~15!

@Note that the hopping parameterD in Eq. ~15! is not related
to the coupling constantD2 of the Brillouin fits in, e.g., Eq.
~7!.#

The extended Sjo¨gren model of Go¨tze and Voigtmann
consists of two sets of Eq.~15!, one forf and one forfs ,
with the two memory functions of Eqs.~14!. These are to be
solved self-consistently.

The parameters off(t) are V, n, D, v1, and v2. They
have already been globally optimized for PC by Go¨tze and
Voigtmann for dielectric, neutron-scattering, and depolariz
light-scattering data covering a much larger range of f
quencies than that of our Brillouin-scattering spectra. T
parameters offs(t) are Vs , ns , Ds , and Vs . ~Note that
varying the parameters offs has no effect onf.!

In this section, the Go¨tze-Voigtmann schematic MCT
model will be used to compute the memory functionm(v)
of Eq. ~3!, taken asm(v)5D2fs(v), whereD2 is the cou-
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pling constant.~We note that this is the same procedure e
ployed by Ruffléet al. @14#, who used the simpler Sjo¨gren
model.!

B. MCT fitting procedure

Fitting the Brillouin spectra I ISO(v) with the two-
correlator MCT model described above is technically mo
difficult and, therefore, less straightforward than the oth
two fitting procedures. This is becausem(v)5D2fs(v)
must first be obtained by solving and Fourier transform
the MCT equations@two sets of Eq.~15!#, and then interpo-
lated to match the frequencies of theI ISO(v) spectrum.

For the fits with the schematic MCT model, we beg
with the parameters obtained in the depolarized lig
scattering~DLS! fits of Götze and Voigtmann, shown in thei
Fig. 1 @15#. Since the correlatorsfs computed with the pa-
rameters they used gave very good fits to the depolar
light-scattering spectra over nearly four decades in f
quency, we tried to fit the Brillouin-scattering spectra usi
these same parameters. However, thea peaks of the DLS
spectra are at lower frequencies than the correspondingta

LA

values, as seen in Fig. 1, whereta
DLS;5ta

LA . We found that
the position of thea peak in vfs9(v) is primarily deter-
mined by the coupling constantVs in Eq. ~14b!. We, there-
fore, treatedVs as a free fitting parameter. All other MCT
parameters were kept at their DLS values. We solved
MCT equations@Eqs.~15!# for selected values ofVs and the
resultingfs(v), after multiplication by the~adjustable! cou-
pling constantD2, was taken as the memory functionm(v)
in Eq. ~3!. A nonlinear least-squares analysis was then c
ried out in whichI 0 and D2 were the free parameters. Th
process was repeated with different values ofVs until the fit
was optimized.~Note that in fitting their Brillouin spectra o
NaLiPO3 with the idealized two-correlator schemat
Sjögren model, Ruffle´ et al. also treatedVs as a free param-
eter while the system parameters were fixed from neutr
scattering results@14#.!

The MCT fits forT5160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 280
300, 320, and 350 K are shown in Fig. 10.~For T>300 K,
the MCT parameters other thanVs were obtained by extrapo
lation from lower temperatures.! The resulting valuesVs and
x2 for these fits are given in Table II~note that theVs values
for the Brillouin fits are systematically smaller than the d
polarized light-scattering valuesVs

DLS). The MCT fits are
comparable to the hybrid fits, and have lowerx2 values at
some temperatures. For the lowest temperatures, the
frequency region of the MCT fits is poor, reflecting th
known limitations of the model for low frequencies atT
,TC @27#. At temperatures above 280 K, the fits were n
sensitive to the value ofVs for Vs&3.5. This is because th
a peak invm9(v) is then above the Brillouin line, and th
shape of the memory function in the Brillouin range~1 to 15
GHz! is nearly independent ofVs . As seen in Table II, the
value of the coupling parameterVs decreases monotonicall
with increasing temperature as predicted by MCT.

For the temperatures 180, 200, 220, 240, and 260 K,
position of thea peak invm9(v) was sufficiently well de-
termined by the fits to estimate the MCTa-relaxation time
3-13
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FIG. 10. Fits of PCI ISO(v) spectra with the
extended schematic MCT model of Eqs.~15! and
~14! for T5350, 320, 300, 280, 260, 240, 220
200, 180, and 160 K. In the fits,g0(T)5T/1000
and v0(T) is fixed following Eq.~5!. All MCT
parameters are those found by Go¨tze and Voigt-
mann from their fits to DLS spectraexceptfor
Vs , which has been adjusted to optimize the fi
For T>300 K, the parameters other thanVs

were determined by extrapolation from lowe
temperatures.
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ta51/va . The values found are listed in Table II and a
also shown in Fig. 1 by the* symbols. Note that the MCT
values follow the same qualitative temperature depende
as the dielectric data, and are similar to~though somewha
lower than! the values we assumed for the hybrid fits. T
ratio of ta ~MCT! to ta of Eq. ~1! increases monotonically
with increasing temperature, from 0.14 at 180 K to 0.51
260 K. Thus, the MCT approach, in contrast to the oth
approaches described in the preceding two sections, is
to provide reasonable estimates ofta

LA purely on the basis o
fits to the Brillouin spectra.

These results show that this extended schematic M
model is able to simultaneously describe the spectra and
give reasonable fits forta(T), thus answering the questio
that originally motivated this study affirmatively.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As noted over 30 years ago by Montroseet al., the de-
tailed shape of theI ISO(v) Brilliouin spectrum is relatively
insensitive to the exact nature of the memory function@33#.
This is due, as noted earlier, to the limited frequency rang
Brillouin-scattering data. Ifv0 is fixed ~from ultrasonic
data!, the ratio m9(vB)/m8(vB) must have the ‘‘correct’’
value to obtain reasonable fits, but there is still enorm
flexibility in constructing m(v). If one wishes to extrac
meaningful information from the fits, then additional co
straints must be imposed.

First, the a relaxation time should be reasonable. F
using a-relaxation-only models, e.g., the Cole-Davids
function of Eq.~4!, produce acceptable fits but give unre
sonably short relaxation times at low temperatures. AT
;TG , one finds typicallyta

CD(TG);1027 s while other
experimental techniques generally yieldta(TG);102 s.
This disagreement demonstrates the fact, already sh
many times, thata-only models of structural relaxation ar
incomplete.

A great deal of research during the past 15 years
shown that structural relaxation occurs in two steps, star
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with a fast decay towards a plateau that precedes the
a-relaxation process. Since the memory functionm(v) for
longitudinal viscosity should also have this two-step for
the memory function used in the analysis of Brilloui
scattering spectra should include both thea-relaxation and
the fast-relaxation regions ofm(v). If ta is constrained to
follow the temperature dependence found in other meas
ments, such as dielectric or depolarized light-scattering sp
troscopy, then the memory function must be extended
higher frequencies to provide sufficient damping once thea
peak invm9(v) has moved below the Brillouin lines. Thi
extension to include fast-relaxation processes can be im
mented many ways, but most approaches require the in
duction of a fast-b-relaxation timetb that does not corre-
spond to the results of other experiments. In practice, th
may also be other sources of fast relaxation—such as
tramolecular vibrations—that influence the Brillouin spect
but the high-frequency part of the structural relaxation d
namics must still be present.

Because the mode-coupling theory has been successf
analyzing a wide range of experimental data, we have u
an empirical model form(v), which is qualitatively consis-
tent with MCT. The hybrid model, which mimics the two
step relaxation scenario of MCT by combining the CD fun
tion for a relaxation with the critical-decay law (va), has
been shown to provide generally excellent fits to t
Brillouin-scattering spectra.

Furthermore, we found that fixingb5b50.5 produces
fits of equally good quality as withb50.68. @This value of
b50.5 follows, together witha50.29, from fitting the
minima of PC susceptibility spectra to Eq.~9!.# Wiedersich
et al. @28# have used this reduced hybrid model to fit the
depolarized backscattering spectra of toluene; the reduc
in the number of free fitting parameters relative to the us
procedure, whereb and b are independent, represents
attractive variant of the hybrid model. It will be interesting
explore the ability of this model to simultaneously fit bo
depolarized backscattering spectra and Brillouin spectra
any given material.
3-14
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FIG. 11. vm9(v) ~solid lines! and vm8(v)
~broken lines! from the fits at 200 K. Top: MCT
fit; bottom: hybrid fit with b5b50.5 and a
50.29. The fit range~1–15 GHz! is indicated in
both plots by a thick horizontal line.
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We have also explored the applicability of the tw
correlator schematic MCT model to the analysis of Brillou
spectra, a procedure first employed by Ruffle´ et al. @14# who
used the Sjo¨gren model without hopping. We used the ne
extended model of Go¨tze and Voigtmann@15# with which
they fit depolarized light-scattering, neutron-scattering, a
dielectric data for propylene carbonate with common para
eters for the system correlatorf(t) for all the experiments.
For the probe correlatorfs(t), we kept the parametersVs ,
ns , andDs that they obtained from fits to depolarized ligh
scattering spectra fixed, but we variedVs to optimize the fits
to the Brillouin spectra, takingm(v)5D2fs(v), whereD2

is a free parameter. The resultingVs values were systemati
cally smaller@and the resulting frequency of thea peak in
vm9(v) higher# than those found from fits to the depola
ized light-scattering spectra, consistent with the result t
ta

LA is smaller thanta of depolarized light-scattering spect
as shown in Fig. 1. We then used the positions of thea peaks
in the MCT memory function to estimate the relaxation tim
ta

MCT51/va
MCT . As seen in Fig. 1, the resultingta

MCT values
follow the temperature dependence expected on the bas
the dielectric data of Schneideret al.We emphasize that thi
MCT analysis is the only one of the three employed in t
study that can provide a meaningful estimate ofta .

The recent Brillouin-scattering study of OTP by Mona
and co-workers@29,5,6,23# has suggested a different orig
05150
d
-

at

of

s

for the fast-relaxation process observed in Brilloui
scattering spectra: coupling of longitudinal acoustic mode
intramolecular degrees of freedom as originally suggested
Mountain@1#. Even in OTP, however, where this mechanis
appears to be important, some part of the fast relaxation m
be associated with structural relaxation.

Finally, we return to the question of the ability o
Brillouin-scattering spectra to extract meaningful inform
tion about the structural relaxation process. In Fig. 11
showvm9(v) ~solid lines! andvm8(v) ~broken lines! ob-
tained from the MCT fits~top! and the hybrid fits withb
5b ~bottom!.

In the range of the Brillouin spectra~1–15 GHz indicated
by the horizontal solid lines!, the shapes of these curves a
remarkably close, even though they were obtained with v
different procedures. This result suggests that a reason
phenomenological model such as the hybrid model, with
constraint thatta should have a temperature dependen
consistent with that found by other techniques, can provid
credible representation of the memory functionm(v) char-
acterizing the longitudinal viscosity.
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APPENDIX: SOME MATHEMATICAL DETAILS

The normalized density fluctuation correlation function

f~ t !5^rq~0!rq~ t !&/^urq~0!u2& ~A1!

obeys the generalized Langevin~or generalized oscillator!
equation

f̈~ t !1g0ḟ~ t !1v0
2f~ t !1E

0

t

m~ t2t8!ḟ~ t8!dt850.

~A2!

We use the Laplace transform convention usually f
lowed in the mode-coupling theory literature

F~z!5 i E
0

`

eiztF~ t !dt ~A3!

with which we obtain

f~z!5
2@z1m8~z!#2 i @g01m9~z!#

@z22v0
21zm8~z!#1 i @zg01zm9~z!#

, ~A4!

wherem(z)5m8(z)1 im9(z).
The power spectrum of the fluctuations inf(t) is given

by
D

n-

V

G

e

Z.

d

w

05150
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S~v!5Im@f~z!#z5v ~A5!

and the light-scattering spectrumI (v)}S(v) is then

I ~v!5
I 0@g01m9~v!#

@v22v0
21vm8~v!#21@vg01vm9~v!#2

,

~A6!

which is Eq.~3! in the text.~Note that without thei in Eq.
~A3!, m8 andm9 would be exchanged, a convention that
frequently employed in the Brillouin-scattering literature.!

In the critical region preceding thea relaxation,m(t) can
be represented by

mcrit~ t !5t2ae2t/ta, ~A7!

when thee2t/ta cutoff factor preventsmcrit(t) from adding
to ma(t) at frequencies below the center of thea-relaxation
region. With Eq.~A3! andm(v)5@m(z)#z5v , we have

mcrit~v!5 i E
0

`

eivtt2ae2t/t dt, ~A8!

from which @34#

mcrit~v!5 iG~12a!S 1

t
2 iv D a21

. ~A9!

For the hybrid model,m(v)5mCD(v)1mcrit(v), so

vm~v!5D2@~12 ivt!2b21#

1 ivBG~12a!@t212 iv#a21

5D2@~12 ivt!2b21#

1 ivBG~12a!t12a~12 ivt!a21, ~A10!

which is Eq.~7! in the text.@For a50.29, G(12a)51.282.#
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